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Abstract 

This paper reviews the emerging literature on the political economy of public standards in an open 

economy to explain why standards are set at certain levels, and how this affects trade. We use a simple 

framework to illustrate how interest groups may influence the standard-setting process, and which factors 

may affect the political equilibria. We analyze the relation between trade and standards, and their potential 

protectionist nature. We argue that standards may act as barriers or catalysts to trade, that both under- or 

over-standardization may occur, and that standards may serve as protectionist instruments, or not. 

1 Introduction  

Standards are increasingly important in the global trading system. Standards address a large variety of 

issues in consumption and production such as nutrition, safety, quality, environmental, and social concerns. 

There exists an extensive theoretical literature on the economics of quality regulation and standards. 

Initially, the main focus of this literature was on the competition and welfare effects of minimum quality 

standards, showing that welfare may increase or decrease with the implementation of a minimum quality 

standard, and that different groups in society, e.g., consumers, low and high quality producers, may gain or 

lose (Leland, 1979; Bockstael, 1984; Ronnen, 1991; Crampes and Hollander, 1995; Valletti, 2000). 

In more recent theoretical work the focus has shifted to the analysis of the relation between trade and 

standards, including minimum quality standards and other types of standards such as labeling standards 

(Fulton and Giannakas, 2004; Roe and Sheldon, 2007) or environmental standards (Schleich, 1999). The 

prevailing conclusion that emerges from the theoretical literature is that standards are non-tariff barriers to 

trade that protect domestic producers (Barrett, 1994; Sykes, 1995; Thilmany and Barrett, 1997; Schleich, 

1999; Barrett and Yang, 2001; Anderson et al., 2004; Fischer and Serra, 2000; Sturm, 2006; Sheldon, 

2012). Only some authors have argued that standards are not necessarily protectionist instruments (Tian, 

2003; Maertens and Swinnen, 2007; Marette and Beghin, 2010; Swinnen and Vandemoortele, 2011). 

A political economy approach which allows for interest groups that influence the government is essential to 

understanding the standard-setting process. While there is an extensive literature on the political economy 

of regulation and trade policy, only recently has some work been done on the political economy of public 

standards to explain why standards are set at certain levels, and how this affects trade (Anderson et al., 

2004; Swinnen and Vandemoortele, 2008, 2009, 2011). Given the increasing importance of standards, this 

is an important new research area. 

In this paper we review and explain key insights from this emerging literature. We first provide an overview 

of how political economy models have captured various (public) standards and interest groups. Next, we 

use a general framework to discuss the political equilibria and factors that may influence these. Finally we 

analyze the relation between trade and standards, and their potential protectionist nature. 
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2 Public Standards, Interest Groups, and Government 
Decision-Making 

Political economy models include different groups with diverse interests in public standards. In this section 

we discuss how public standards and the different groups’ interests are typically modeled. We use a simple 

framework to illustrate how these interest groups may influence the public standard-setting process. 

2.1 Standards 

A key issue is obviously how to model standards. The literature has adopted different modeling 

assumptions depending on which product or production process characteristic (safety, quality, social and 

environmental effects, …) is regulated by the standard. Safety standards, which guarantee safety 

characteristics e.g. by prohibiting dangerous substances in a product, are analyzed by incorporating risk in 

(expected) utility and/or profit functions (Cook and Fraser, 2008; Swinnen and Vandemoortele, 2009), 

based on the literature on product warranties (Cooper and Ross, 1985; Emons, 1988). Quality standards 

ensure characteristics concerning consumer preferences about aspects of nutritional value, taste, size, life 

span, performance, etc. The literature on minimum quality standards (Ronnen, 1991; Boom, 1995; 

Crampes and Hollander, 1995; Jeanneret and Verdier, 1996; Valletti, 2000) uses a vertical differentiation 

framework (Spence, 1976; Mussa and Rosen, 1978; Tirole, 1988) in which consumers are heterogeneous 

in their willingness to pay for quality/standards. Standards that aim at regulating social and environmental 

issues such as the prohibition of child labor and the limitation of carbon dioxide emissions, are usually 

modeled as having an impact on externalities (Copeland and Taylor, 1995; Anderson et al., 2004; Fischer 

and Serra, 2000; Swinnen and Vandemoortele, 2008, 2009).  

In general, a standard can be interpreted as a prohibition to use a cheaper technology (Swinnen and 

Vandemoortele, 2011). Examples are the prohibition of an existing technology (e.g. child labor) or of a 

technology that has not yet been used but that could potentially lower costs (e.g. genetic modification (GM) 

technology). Most studies therefore assume that standards raise domestic production costs (Leland, 1979; 

Ronnen, 1991; Valletti, 2000). In an open economy, the production costs of foreign producers (interested 

in) exporting to the standard-imposing country may also rise if the standard is also imposed and enforced 

on imported goods (Fischer and Serra, 2000). The effect on prices depends on various factors such as 

demand and supply elasticities and trade.  

Concerning the impact of standards on domestic consumers, the common approach in the literature is to 

assume that consumers are ex ante uncertain about the product’s characteristics.1 Standards reduce 

asymmetric information between consumers and producers, and create a higher willingness to pay for and 

thus consumption of that product, ceteris paribus.  

 

                                                           
1 Only some early studies (such as Bockstael, 1984) assume that consumers can costlessly observe product 
characteristics. 
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2.2 Interest Groups 

Standards imposed at one stage in the supply chain often impact on various other stages and therefore 

several supply chain participants may be affected, directly or indirectly. Some agents may be affected 

simultaneously as consumers, producers, or even taxpayers. Consequently a multitude of economic 

agents, both domestic and foreign, may have opposing or coinciding interests with respect to standards 

and will therefore have an incentive to try to influence government decisions on standards. 

However, virtually all models in the political economy literature reduce this complexity by assuming that 

only two ‘interest groups’ try to influence the government: domestic ‘producers’ and ‘consumers’. Domestic 

producers gain (lose) if the price increase (due to higher demand with the standard) is higher than the cost 

increase. Consumers gain if the positive utility effect (from reduced uncertainty) is larger than the price 

effect from the standard, and vice versa. 

This simplified model may apply to various stages of the supply chain since the general terms ‘producers’ 

and ‘consumers’ may also point at different actors depending on which stage of the supply chain is under 

analysis. For example, at the processing stage, ‘consumers’ are retailers who source products from 

processors (the ‘producers’). At the retail stage, the retailers are ‘producers’ who sell products to the final 

consumer. 

However, the models typically ignore other interest groups affected by the standard. For example, 

standards may require costly enforcement and monitoring by governments. Insofar that these costs are not 

born by producers and/or consumers, domestic interest groups have, as taxpayers, an additional motive to 

influence the government’s standard-setting behavior. 

Additionally, some interest groups may be foreign. Foreign supply chain participants may have an interest 

in influencing the standard-setting process, for instance, if they experience difficulties in meeting the 

importing country’s standard. Moreover, if the standard-imposing country is a large economy that imports a 

significant share of that product’s world market, its standard may have an impact on the world price and 

affect other countries’ terms of trade (Baldwin 2000). Hence, foreign interest groups may have additional 

motives, be it as producers or consumers, to influence the standard-setting of a large country. These terms-

of-trade effects could also influence the political economy in foreign countries, potentially through the World 

Trade Organization (WTO).2  

Interest groups other than supply chain participants may also try to influence a country’s standard-setting 

process. For example, for standards targeting externalities, NGOs may take an interest in the standard’s 

implementation. Depending on the type of externality, e.g. social versus environmental or local versus 

global, different domestic or international NGOs may be involved. 

In general, the literature on the political economy of standards has reduced these complexities by adopting 

a small economy perspective and by assuming only two interest groups: one consisting of only domestic 

producers and one of only domestic consumers. Enforcement costs are generally assumed to be part of the 

standard’s implementation costs. 

                                                           
2 These issues are related to harmonization and mutual recognition of standards which – due to space 
limitations – we do not discuss in this review. We refer the reader to, amongst others, Baldwin (2000), 
Bagwell and Staiger (2001), Hensen and Wilson (2005), Costinot (2008), and Chen and Mattoo (2008) for 
analyses of these issues. 
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2.3 The Government 

Studies in this field have typically assumed that governments maximize an objective function which, 

following the protection-for-sale approach of Grossman and Helpman (1994), consists of a weighted sum of 

lobby contributions from interest groups and social welfare. Similar to Grossman and Helpman (1994), the 

set of policies available to politicians is typically restricted to implementing a public standard.3 

In these studies, an interest group j ’s ‘truthful’4 contribution schedule is of the form 

( ) ( ){ }max 0;j j jC s s b= Π −
, in which s  is the level of the standard, and the constant jb

 represents 

the share of surplus income 
( )j sΠ

 which the interest group does not invest in lobbying. The 

government’s objective function is 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,j j
j

V s C s W sα= +∑
 (1) 

where jα
 represents the relative effectiveness of interest group j  in lobbying the government, and 

welfare 
( )W s

 is defined as the sum of interest groups’ surplus incomes: 

( ) ( )j
j

W s s≡ Π∑
. (2) 

The government chooses the standard’s level to maximize its objective function (1).5 Each level 

corresponds to a certain level of interest group surpluses, and hence also to a certain level of contributions. 

This is driven by the functional form and truthfulness of the contribution schedules: the government 

receives higher contributions if the standard generates higher surpluses. Conversely, the government 

receives less contributions if the standard decreases interest group surpluses. Therefore maximizing 

interest group contributions is equivalent to maximizing their income surpluses.  

 

The Political Optimum 

The government thus sets the standard’s level to maximize the weighted sum of interest groups’ income 

surpluses and social welfare. The politically optimal standard, 
*s , is therefore determined by the following 

first order condition, subject to 
* 0s ≥ : 

                                                           
3 There are some differences in specific assumptions. For example Swinnen and Vandemoortele (2011) 
assume that both consumers and producers are politically organized and that they lobby simultaneously. 
This assumption differs from Anderson et al. (2004) who assume that consumers are not organized – or do 
not effectively lobby. Foreign producers and consumers are typically assumed to be politically 
unorganized. 
4 The common-agency literature (e.g. Bernheim and Whinston, 1986) states that a ‘truthful’ contribution 
schedule reflects the true preferences of an interest group. In these studies, it implies that interest groups 
set their lobby contributions in accordance with their expected surplus income and how this is marginally 
affected by the standard. We refer to Swinnen and Vandemoortele (2011) for a proof of the truthfulness of 
the contribution schedules in this framework. 
5 This objective function implies that a government has no other interest in the standard than how it affects 
interest groups’ surplus incomes and contributions. However, governments may value standards for 
additional reasons. For example, higher standards may require a larger bureaucracy, leading to higher 
budgets for and control by the government. The studies in this field typically abstract from these additional 
objectives. 
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( ) ( )* *

0j
j

j

s W s
s s

α
∂Π ∂

+ =
∂ ∂∑

. (3) 

Optimality condition (3) implicitly defines the politically optimal standard as a function of several variables, 

such as lobbying effectiveness, consumer preferences, and implementation costs of (domestic and foreign) 

producers.6 This has some straightforward implications. First, a change in an interest group’s effectiveness 

affects 
*s . The effect depends on the relative benefits of the standard for the interest group. More 

specifically, an interest group’s higher effectiveness leads to a higher standard, if and only if this interest 

group gains from a higher standard, and vice versa. Second, an exogenous change in consumers’ 

preferences for standards affects the politically optimal standard. Higher consumer preferences, for 

example for safety or quality, lead to higher contributions in favor of public standards and thus a higher 

standard, and vice versa. Third, a higher implementation cost for domestic producers leads to lower 

standards as producers contribute less. A higher implementation cost for foreign producers may increase or 

decrease the politically optimal standard, depending on other factors. On the one hand, the resulting larger 

price effect results in lower consumer benefits and contributions. On the other hand, it increases the 

surplus incomes and contributions of domestic producers. The net effect depends on the relation between 

domestic production and consumption, the functional forms of the various functions, and the relative 

benefits and political effectiveness of the different interest groups. Finally, an important general implication 

is that either interest group may lobby in favor of or against standards, and that the political equilibrium may 

be affected by various factors.  

3 Trade and the Political Economy of Public Standards 

An important aspect of public standards which has attracted substantive attention is their potential use as 

‘protection in disguise’ (Vogel, 1995). In fact, many studies on (the political economy of) standards in open 

economy models consider standards as protectionist instruments (Anderson et al., 2004; Fischer and 

Serra, 2000; Sturm, 2006). 

To analyze this issue it is important to first clarify ‘protectionism’. Standards can be set to benefit (‘protect’) 

producer or consumer interests. As with trade restrictions, standards may either harm or benefit producers. 

Hence, if we define ‘protectionism’ as producer protectionism, there is no ex ante reason to identify 

standards with protection. Additionally, while almost all standards affect trade, there is no simple relation 

between ‘trade distortions’ and ‘producer protection’. In this section, we first analyze the relation between 

trade and standards. We then identify under which conditions standards reduce trade, i.e. act as ‘trade 

barriers’, or enhance trade, i.e. act as ‘trade catalysts’. Finally we compare political and social optima of 

standards and evaluate the ‘standards-as-protection’ argument. 
 

                                                           
6 Formal derivations how these variables affect the politically optimal standard are in Swinnen and 
Vandemoortele (2011). 
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3.1 Comparative Advantage and Compliance with Standards  

Standards and trade are interrelated in several ways. First, trade affects a standard’s net impact on interest 

groups and hence their lobby contributions and relative influence. For example, for a given consumption 

level, with larger imports and lower domestic production, the effect of standards on producers’ surplus 

incomes is smaller and producers’ contributions and relative influence lower. Vice versa, for a given level of 

domestic production, more imports and higher consumption levels imply larger effects on consumer surplus 

and therefore higher consumer contributions and relative influence.  

Second, standards may affect the comparative cost advantage between domestic and foreign producers, 

as standards may affect the production costs of foreign and domestic producers differently. Standards 

increase production cost advantages when they reinforce scale economies but not when they have a scale 

neutral impact or reinforce scale diseconomies. Differences in these effects induce different reactions to 

standards by domestic producers, but the effects are conditional. Producers oppose standards more (or 

support them less) if they have a comparative disadvantage and standards reinforce this, compared to 

when standards are scale neutral. The opposite holds when standards reduce the comparative 

disadvantage vis-à-vis foreign producers. Similarly, producers support standards more (or oppose less) if 

standards reinforce a comparative advantage – and vice versa. 

Third, standards may have an impact on countries’ terms of trade if the standard-imposing country is a 

large economy importing a significant share of the world market (Baldwin, 2000). When a large country’s 

imports decrease due to a standard, it depresses the world price of the unregulated product. If demand is 

not perfectly inelastic, the standard’s price effect is less pronounced as in the small country case. 

Notice that, although these factors do relate standards and trade, they do not say anything about standards 

being protectionist measures. 

3.2 Catalysts or Barriers to Trade and Welfare 

Standards always affect trade. Only in very special circumstances, when the effect on domestic production 

exactly offsets the effect on consumption, do standards not affect trade. When standards reduce trade, they 

are ‘trade barriers’. However, standards are ‘catalysts to trade’ when imports increase (Maertens and 

Swinnen, 2007). This is the case when the consumption increase (decrease) from the standard is larger 

(smaller) than the increase (decrease) in domestic production. Moreover, as we discuss next, whether 

trade flows increase or decrease upon introduction of a standard does not automatically relate to producer 

protectionism.  

To evaluate tariffs in traditional trade theory one compares politically chosen tariffs to the socially optimal 

trade policy. The political equilibrium is said to be welfare reducing (suboptimal) when the politically optimal 

tariff differs from the socially optimal tariff. In a small open economy, this analysis leads to the well-known 

result that the socially optimal tariff level is zero and free trade is optimal.  

Swinnen and Vandemoortele (2011) use the same approach to assess whether public standards are set at 

suboptimal levels by comparing the politically to the socially optimal standard in a small open economy (i.e. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S1474745612000213
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abstracting from potential terms-of-trade effects). The social optimum is the standard 
#s  that maximizes 

the welfare function as defined in equation (2),7 determined by: 

( )#

0j

j

s
s

∂Π
=

∂∑
, (4) 

subject to 
# 0s ≥ . Comparing conditions (3) and (4) reveals that the politically optimal standard only 

equals the socially optimal one when all interest groups are equally effective, and/or when all interest 

groups’ maximum surplus incomes are attained at the social optimum. Notice that the socially optimal 

standard may be positive. In this case the standard may affect (‘distort’) trade flows but this change is 

socially optimal (from an economy’s domestic perspective). 

Consider the case where the only interest groups are domestic producers and consumers. If their political 

effectiveness differs, the political and social outcomes diverge (abstracting from the case where the social 

optimum maximizes both consumers’ and producers’ surplus income), but this divergence may go in either 

direction. Hence, in comparison to the social optimum, the politically optimal standard may be too high or 

too low. 

If the producers’ interest group is more effective than the consumers’ interest group, the politically optimal 

standard will be too high when producers’ surplus income is increasing in the standard at the social 

optimum. This is more likely when the standard’s impact on domestic production costs is small, when the 

standard reduces (reinforces) diseconomies (economies) of scale, and when the standard’s price effect is 

large (which is more likely in a small-country case). The resulting ‘over-standardization’ creates higher 

surplus income for producers. Inversely, when producers’ surplus income is decreasing in the standard at 

the social optimum, the resulting ‘under-standardization’ reduces the standard’s negative impact on 

producers. Hence domestic producers benefit from this under-standardization such that the too-low 

standard also serves as protection in disguise. In both cases the suboptimal standard distorts trade to the 

advantage of the domestic producers.  

Similarly, a higher effectiveness of the consumers’ interest group results in a too-high (too-low) standard 

when consumers’ surplus income is increasing (decreasing) at the social optimum. Whether these 

suboptimal standards are ‘protectionist’ or not depends on the standard’s impact on domestic producers. 

However, when only domestic producers and consumers are politically organized, the standard’s marginal 

impacts on the interest groups’ surplus incomes have opposite signs at the social optimum (except for the 

trivial case where both equal zero and the social optimum coincides with the political optimum). Hence 

when the politically optimal standard is set too high, producers lose from the over-standardization. The 

politically optimal standard is then, although suboptimal, not ‘protectionist’. Vice versa, producers are also 

hurt by under-standardization. In both cases the suboptimal standards result in trade distortions that do not 

protect domestic producers. 

                                                           
7 This is consistent with the standard definition in the international trade literature: the socially optimal 
policy maximizes domestic welfare (Dixit and Norman, 1980; Grossman and Rogoff, 1995; Feenstra, 
2004; Gaisford and Kerr, 2007). 
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4 Concluding Comments 

In this paper we reviewed insights from the emerging literature on the political economy of public standards. 

There is an important relationship between trade and standards. Trade affects the net impact of standards 

on interest groups and hence their lobby contributions. Standards may also affect comparative cost 

advantages between countries, which may lead to either higher or lower standards, and standards may 

have terms-of-trade effects when the standard-imposing country is a large economy. Standards may be 

‘barriers’ to trade but also ‘catalysts’ to trade, and both ‘under-’ or ‘over-standardization’ may occur, 

depending on a variety of factors. In this way, standards may serve as protection in disguise, or not.  

These findings imply that the effects of specific standards should be analyzed carefully before categorizing 

them as protectionist instruments. Empirical analyses are therefore essential. An overview of empirical 

studies analyzing the impact of standards on trade and welfare is provided by Maskus and Wilson (2001) 

who conclude that stronger standards in developed countries may either diminish trade opportunities or 

expand market access for developing countries. Recent empirical studies also provide conflicting evidence. 

For example, Anders and Caswell (2009) find that US seafood safety standards had a negative impact on 

developing countries’ exports to the US while Maertens and Swinnen (2009) document that horticultural 

exports from Africa to the EU increased strongly despite tightening standards over the past decade. 
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